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" He said unto them, It is 1 ; be not afraid." Who does not feel
that here is a majesty and prominence given by the nominative
pronoun, which makes the assurance what it was to the disciples;
what God grant it may be to us in our hour of need ?

But now let us pass to an ungrammatical way of speaking of
somewhat the same kind, which is not justified, and ought z4evepto
be used. Some people are fond of saying " whom," wherê "-who"
is required. "The man whom I thought was the person" is clearly
wrong, because, in this sentence, the relative ought to be the nomi-
native case to the verb "was" "The man who I thought was the
person. We often find persona using superfluous conjunetions or
prepouitions im, their usual talk. Two cases are more frequent thanothers. One is the use of but after the verb to doubt. 'Ido not
dpubt but that he will come," is often found in print and heard in
conversation. The " but" is wholly unnecessary, and a vulgarism.
" I do not doubt that ho will come," expresses preciSly the same
thing, and should always berused. The same may be said of the
expression on to. "The ont jumped- on to the chair ;" the to being
wholly unneeded, and never used by any careful writer or speaker.

Prom the use oW superanou& prepositions weinmay-ps te the use
of the prepositions themselves. There is a peculiar use of preposi-
tions whicih1 allowable m moderation, but mist npt betoo oftenu
resorted to. It is the placing them at the end of a sentence, as I
have just done in-the word. " resorted-to ;" as ia done in the com-
mand, " Let not your good be evil spoken of ;" and continually inour common discourse and writing. But let us go farther stili.
G(oing to has not only ia local, it has also a mental meaning, being
equivalent to intendng in the mmd. And this usage resta on
exactly the same basis as the other. The " to " of the infinitive
mood is precisely the same preposition as the "to" of motion to-
wards a place. " Were you going to do it ?" simply means " Were
you in your mental intention approaching the doing of it 7" And
the proper conversational answer to such a question is, " I was
gong to,' or "I waa not going to,". as the case may be ; not "i 1
was going," or 'I was not going," inamuch as the mers verb to
go does not express any mental intention. This kind of colloquial
abbreviation of th e inAnitive comprehends several more phrases in
common use, and often similarly objected te, as e.g. "ousght to,"
and " ought:not to," " neglect to," &c., some of them not very ele-
gant, but all quite unobjeetionable on the score of grammar. In
many cases of this kind we have a choice whether the preposition
shall precede or follow the object of the sentence. Thus I may say
" the man to whom I had written," or " the man whom I had
written to." In this particular instance, the former is the more
elegant, and woud usually be said : but this is not always so ; e.g.," You're the manb I wanted to have some talk with," would always
be said, not " You're the man with whom I wanted to have some
talk," which would sound stilted and pedantic.

We will now pass on to another matter-the use of singulars and
plurals. It in a general rule, that when a verb has two or more
nominative cases to which it belongs, it must be in the plural num-
ber. But let us take care what me mean by this in each case.
When I say, " John and James are hure," I mean " John is hue
and James is here;' but when I say, " tZhe evening and the morning
were the first day, I do not mean " the evening was the first day
and the morning was the first day," but I mean " the evening aud
the morning together made up thefirst day." So that here is an im-
portant difference. I may use a plural verb when it is true of both
its nouns separately, and also when it is only true of them taken
together. Now, how is this in another example ? Am I to say.
' two and two are four," or " two and two is four 7" Clearly I
cannot are in the first explanation, for it cannot be true that two
is four and two is four. But how on the second ? Here as clearly
I may be grammatically correct in saying " two and two are four,"
if, that is, I understand something for the two and the four to
apply to : two apples and two apples make (are) four apples. But
when I assert the thing merely as an arithmetical truth, with no
apples, I do not see how "are" can be right. I am saying that
the suin of both numbers, which I express by two and two, is, makes
up, another number, four; and in all abstract cases, where we
merely speak of numbers, the verb is butter singular: two and two"is" four, not ".are." The last case was a somewhat doubtful
one. But the following, arising ont of it, is not so :-We some-
times hear children made to say, " twice one are two." For this
there is no justification whatever. It is a plain violation of the
first rules of grammar ; " twice one'' not being plural at all, but
strict4l singular. Similarly, "'three times three are nine " is clearly
wrong, and all such expressions; what we want to say being simply
this, that three taken three times makes up, is equal to, nine. You
may as well Bay, "nine are thrce times three," as " three times
three are nmne-

A word or two about the use of adverbs. I have heard young
ladies, freash from school, observe how sweetly a flower smells, how
nicely such an one looks, and the like. Now all such expressions

are wrong. These verbs, to smell, to look, as here used, are neuter
verbs, not indicating an action, but merely a quality or state. To
smell sweetly, rightly interpreted, could be applied only to a person
who was performing the act of smelling, and did it with peculiar
grace ; to look nicely, could only be said as distinguishing one person
who did so, from another whose gaze was anything but nice. The
Queen'a English requires us to say, " How sweet the flower smells ;"
"How nice such an one 1 ooks."

It in impossible that an essay of this kind can be complete or
systematic. I only bring forward somethings which I believe
might be set right, if people would but think about them. Plenty
more might be s4id about grammar; plenty that would astonish
some teachera of it. I may say something of this another time.
But I pass on now to spelling, on which L have one or two remarhs
to make. The first shall be on the trick now so universal across
the Atlantic, and becoming in some quarters common among us in
England, of leaving out the "u" lin the termination '- our ;"
writing honor, favor, neighbor, Saripr, &c. Now the objection to
this la not only that it makes very ugly words, totally unlike any-
th iiiW the. EngliL language beforS, but. that it oblitatte au
trace of the derivation and history of the word. It is true that
honor and favor are.derived originally from Latin words spelt ex-
actly the same ; but it is also true that we did not get them direct
from the. Latin, but through the French forma, which ended in
"eur." Sometimes words come through as many as three steps
before they reach us-

"'Twas Greek affirat; that Greek was Latin made:
That Latin, French ; that Frenoh to English straid."

The omission of the " u" la an approach to that wretched attempt
to destroy all the historic interest of our language, which in known
by the naine of phonetic spelling; conecrning which we became
rather alarmed some years ago, when we used to see on our reading
room tables a journal published by these people, called the Phonetie
News, but from its way of spelling looking like frantic nuts. There
seems to be considerable doubt in the public mind how to spell the
two words ecstasy and apostasy. The former of these especially is a
puzzle to our compositors and journalists. la it to be extasy,
extacy, ecstacy, or ecstasy ? The question is at once decided for us
by the Greek root of the word. This is ecatasis (rras), a stand-
ing, or position, out of, or beside, one'&-self. The same i the case
with apostasy, àwdraat, a standing off or away from a man's
former position.

Lay and lie seem not yet to be settled. Few things are more
absurd than the confusion of these two words. To "lay " is a verb
active transitive ; a hen lays eggs. To "lie" is a verb neuter ; a
sluggard lies in bed. Whenever the verb lay occurs, something
must be supplied after it ; the proper rejoinder to " Sir, there it
lays," would be "lays what ?" The reason of the confusion has
been, that the past tense of the neuter verb " lie " is "lay," look-
ing very like part of the active verb, "I lay in bed this morning."
But this, again, is perverted into laid, which belongs to the other
verb. Sai itary and sanatory are but just beginning to be rightly
understood. Sanita-ry, from sanitas, Latin for soundness or health,
means, appertaining to health ; sanatory, from sano, to cure,
means, appertaining to healing or curing. " The town i in such a
bad sanitary condition, that some sanatory measures must be un-
dertaken." I have noticed that the unfortunate title of the ancient
Egptian kings hardly ever escape misspelling. That title is
Pharaoh, not Pharoih. Yet a leading article in the Times, not
long since, was full of PHARoAH, printed, as proper names in lead-
ing articles are, in conspicuoµs capitals.

I pass from spelling to pronunciation. We still sometimes, even
in good society, hear " ospital," " erb," and " umble,"-all of them
very offensive, but the last of them by far the worst, especially
when heard from an officiating clergyman. The English Prayer-
book bs at once settled the pronunciation of this word for us, by
causing us to give to God our " humble and hearty thanks " in the
the general thanksgiving. Umble aud hearty no man can pro-
nounce without a pain in bis throat ; and "umlanarty " be cer-
tainly never meant was to say ; humble and hearty is the only pro-
nunciation which will suit the alliterative style of the prayer, whih
has in it not only with our lips, but in our lives. If it urged that
we have " an humble and contrite heart," I answer so have we the
" strength of an horse :" but no one supposes that we were meant
to say " a norse." The following are even more decisive : "holy
and humble men of heart :" " thy humble servants :" not thine.

From pronunciation we come to punctuation, or stopping. Many
words are by ru]e always hitched off with two commas. " Too " is
one of these words ; " however," another ; " also," another ; the
seuse iu almost every such case being dlaturbed, if not destroyed,
by the process. I remember beginning a sentence with, "l lowever
true this may be." When it came in proof, the inevitable comma
was aiter the " however,," thua of course making nonsense of my
unfortunate sentence. I have some satWaction in reflecting, that,


